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About Us

Arconas is a leading manufacturer and distributor of high-performance 
furniture for passenger terminals. We are dedicated to enhancing the passenger 
experience from arrival to departure with a suite of quality seating, power, 
waste, recycling, and counter solutions. Our products are purposefully 
designed to the highest standards of durability, comfort, and safety in 
order to satisfy the needs of travelers and terminal operators alike.



Your Trusted Partner 

Arconas is not just a furniture provider, 
but rather a trusted part of your project team. 
We offer experienced project management as 
well as local, professional installation services to 
make sure your products are installed correctly 
and on time. We stock replacement parts for life, 
provide prompt follow-up and customer service, 
and offer comprehensive warranty programs.

Sustainability

We care about the full life-cycle of our products. 
Arconas was one of the first manufacturers in 
North America to introduce the use of injection 
molded, CFC free, cold cured foam. We also 
continuously seek ways to improve our products 
and processes, and our foam and metal components 
are 100% recyclable. Our public seating products 
meet the requirements of ANSI/BIFMA Emissions 
Standards M 7.1 2011, are low V.O.C, and do not 
contribute to poor indoor air quality. Our products 
can also contribute toward your building achieving 
LEED credits.



Our Experience

Arconas works closely with cruise/ferry terminal planning, 
marketing and operations personnel, as well as architects 
and designers to enhance the passenger experience for 
every type of traveler. We work individually with each
client to meet their unique objectives and requirements 
such as increasing accessibility. Our assortment of furniture 
options enables us to help with multiple areas within your 
terminal, including hold rooms, outdoors, security, lounge, 
family, and VIP areas.   

Large Terminals

The Arconas team has in-depth experience 
rolling out large seating and furniture projects 
at active terminals. We understand the importance 
of continuing operations, even during renovations, 
and work with clients to create detailed plans 
for a shipping and installation schedule that will 
not disrupt operations. Our team has years of 
experience in advising highly coordinated efforts 
with multiple stakeholders to ensure each 
project is completed on time and on budget.  

Small Terminals

From ferry hold rooms, to on-board passenger 
seating, your terminal can enjoy the ease of 
simplified procurement with our suite of furniture 
offerings. Our consultants take the time to 
discuss the specific needs of your ferry terminal 
to best serve your passengers as well as your 
operations personnel. 

Purposeful design that raises 
the value of public spaces.



Bernù® Aero seating is contemporary in style, meticulously engineered, and
exceptional in comfort. Each variation captures the imagination with a range 
of finishes, colours, and configurations. Bernù® Aero is built with high-quality
components, and designed for easy on-site maintenance. This aerodynamically 
sleek and ergonomically sound seating system is available in a variety of styles 
such as curved or straightbeams and cluster formations.

Options:
• 2,3,4,5 seat linear or back to

back units
• 5 seat outside curve and 4 seat

inside curve
• 6 seat cluster
• Table can replace any seat

position
• With or without arms
• ADA configurations

Bernù® Aero

Options:
• 2,3,4,5 seat linear units
• 4,6,8 seat back to back units
• 6 seat cluster
• Table can replace any seat position
• With or without arms
• Drink holders and footrest options
• ADA options

This is what public seating was meant to be. Flyaway is the best-selling 
Arconas seating system, with more than 120 leading airports already 
embracing its classic design and superior performance. Flyaway offers 
high backs, effective lumbar support and thick cushions, footrests and 
drink holders. 
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Options:
• 2,3,4,5 seat linear units and 3

seat cluster
• With or without power
• With or without arms; cantilever,

tablet, and drink options
• ADA configurations
• Adjustable aluminum, anti-slip,

or floor-mounting glides

Options:
• 2,3,4,5 seat linear units and 6

seat cluster
• With or without seat pads
• With or without arms
• Optional tables
• Available in a variety of colors

Place® is the next-generation public seating system delivering comfort
and practicality in an elegant design. With integrated power and
USB at every seat, generous tablet arms, drink holders, under-seat
storage, and plenty of personal space, Place® lets travelers work, read,
game or consume media in style.

Place
With durability top of mind, Setz™ is available with full, partial or no upholstery. It 
can be installed in single rows or in back-to-backconfigurations, with or without 
arms, and in a variety of colours. Setz™ is smartly conceived and exceptionally 
priced. Its all-steelconstruction means durability and easy maintenance. Setz™ 
units without upholstery can be used in outdoor settings.
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Aerea™, a hybrid of lounge and beam seating, combines the elegance and 
comfort normally reserved for VIP lounges with the durability required for 
high-traffic waiting areas. Customize Aerea™ in a way that suits your space 
best. You can set up the seats with or without arms; and with free-standing or 
attached tables.

Aerea
Connex is an extensive line of modular lounge seating with accompanying 
connecting tables. The seating components include: curved and straight 
single seats, 2 and 3 seat sofas, ottomans and benches. Units can be 
connected together to create endless rows of seating. The 90° connecting 
table can be used to create inviting corners and unique seating layouts. 
Connex’s modular lounge seating and tables can be used anywhere people 
come together.

Connex

Options:
• 22” or 30” seat widths
• With or without gaps between seats
• With or without power
• With or without arms
• Free standing or attached tables
• Free standing ottomans
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You can accessorize your seating with simple, stylish benches designed
to complement our product lines. Installing benches is a practical way to
add extra seats to your facility in small spaces, or areas with short dwell
times, even outside. Arconas benches are engineered for exceptional
comfort and long-term performance.

Benches
Our innovative lounge seating offers a feast for the eye and maximum
comfort for the body. These dynamic designs sparkle in today’s modern
airports including VIP lounges, play spaces and “recomposure zones”.
From classic elegance and beauty, to youthful colours and shapes, 
Arconas provides enough variety to satisfy, and embrace all of 
your visitors.

Lounge & Casual Furniture

Bernù Bench Hop Bench

Connex Bench Flyaway Bench

Connex Bench Setz



inPower Flex 3

Give your public seating a charge with inPower™ 
flex - a convenient way for people to recharge their 
electronics while sitting in comfort. Each module 
can be mounted under chairs and tables, and 
accommodates AC power cords and USB-A 
as well as USB-C cables. 

The sleek clean design of emBARq™ provides a functional 
work surface and charging station for public areas.

Auweko

X-Series

Power

emBARq

Features: 
• Free standing option comfortably sits up to

six people.
• Wireless charging on top surface.
• Unit can be floor mounted through

leveliglides/anchor bolts.
• Wheelchair accessible height available.
• inPower stools are available to

complement the counter system

The inPower™ Bar is a “Plug and Play” modular 
counter system designed to provide a functional work 
surface and charging station for public areas, 
that requires no hard wiring.

Surge Power Station

Waste & Recycling

Temptation Original Kendo

Smokestax Trashbox Super Trashbox RUX



Sculptural Seating
(Green Furniture Concept) USM Airportsystems develops furnishings for all passenger processes

in airports, such as modular counters and mobile kiosks, on the basis
of the Swiss-made USM Haller modular furniture system. From check-in
to boarding, the company offers a combination of timeless design,
integrated technology, and endless flexibility.

Modular Counters (USM)



NTCB Bespoke Upholstery



Planters (USM and GFC)
USM & GFC Planters are an elegant and simple system made incorporate 
more plants into your airports and passenger terminals.

Arconas has the seating, counter, and power solutions to help your
airport become barrier-free.

Accessible Furniture
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